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Abstract
Speech technology in the form of automatic speech recognition (ASR) and speech synthesis
(text-to-speech or TTS) has become common in everyday use. Applications such as in-car
navigation, hands-free control of devices, aids for visually impaired people, telephone-based
schedule and reservation services, military applications and even some dictation applications
can be found on the market today. The advancement of technology has made it possible to
provide voice-based applications also on smaller, hand-held devices.
Text-to-speech as an area of technology is quite interdisciplinary. It requires text processing, language specific knowledge and mimicking of human speech production. Despite the
differences in implementation details, all TTS systems share the same basic structure. The
"front end" of the system carries out natural language processing creating intonation and pronunciation. The "back end" provides synthesized waveform based on the information provided by the front end. The linguistic knowledge is necessary in providing text normalization,
syntactic analysis, and modeling of pronunciation and prosody. On the other hand the characteristics of human speech production are utilized in the waveform generation stage. The practical implementation of a TTS system also requires software engineering skills.
This thesis focuses on describing the challenges and solutions in optimizing a multilingual text-to-speech (TTS) system for hand-held devices. The challenges in development are
introduced by the mismatch between the application requirements and available resources.
The requirements include application features, speech quality, language support and portability. The main resources are memory size, performance, development time and cost. For example in most cases, more features, more languages and higher speech quality require more
memory. The trade-off between requirements and resources are especially challenging in costoptimized embedded devices targeted for consumer market. For this reason none of the available TTS solutions fully meet the requirements of the applications on hand-held devices.
In this thesis, a multilingual TTS framework is designed and optimized to meet the application requirements according to the availability of various resources. The TTS system uses
a Klatt88 formant synthesizer or unit selection synthesis depending on the configuration.
Novel approaches and improvements are applied to text normalization, text-to-phoneme conversion, control of synthesis parameters, system framework, and development tools.
A memory efficient, multilingual rule framework is developed for number and abbreviation expansion. This text-normalization task is aimed to provide voice information during
physical exercise (speed, duration, energy consumption etc.). The framework supports gender-based inflections in numerals as well as number agreement in units. The same system is
also expandable for other purposes. The functionality of the system is verified by implementing the number, unit and time rules for 42 languages.
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Enhancements are also made at the phonetic level. After applying the text-to-phoneme
conversion, the phonetic representation of the utterance is modified. The described methods
can be used to reduce memory consumption and rapidly provide larger language coverage.
Memory consumption of US English formant synthesis parameters was reduced by 7%
through decreasing the number of phones needed to present the sounds of a given language.
The rapid expansion of the language coverage is done through cross-lingual phoneme mapping where several sounds are approximated with phones that are already available in the system. The support for new languages is quickly obtained with the cost of approximated phonetics and foreign intonation. However, for similar languages and for certain applications the described approach is adequate.
Some ways to improve the handling of the synthesis parameters are also investigated. It
is shown that a fairly simple intonation model can be successfully used when short utterances
such as names or other isolated words are synthesized. The synthetic intonation using either
Classification And Regressions Trees (CART) or Fujisaki model is confused as comparable
with natural intonation in listening evaluation tests. In addition to fundamental frequency F0,
other formant parameters and their control mechanisms are studied. It is shown that it is adequate to model formant contours using only two dynamically placed control points for each
phoneme and fill in the missing points with linear interpolation.
In addition to functional enhancements the system framework and development methods are improved. A script language is developed for expressing language dependent synthesis rules in a memory efficient way. The performance of the script was tested with 18 synthesis languages. The average memory saving was 69% compared with the dynamically linked
library (DLL)-based implementation. The use of abstract script language to control synthesis
parameters separates synthesis language development from actual programming. The software
engineering and the linguistic tasks are further separated by having a special tool for creating
and testing language rules. A Java-based platform independent integrated development environment allows editing and binary conversion of the rule files.
It is shown that commercially viable multilingual TTS-based applications can be created by the following four main methods. First, the limitations of the TTS technology can be
hidden or alleviated by limiting the scope of the application. Second, optimization in memory
consumption and performance makes the TTS technology more attractive for hand-held devices. Third, multilingualism and rapid development of new synthesis languages are enabled
through system design and proper development methods and tools. Finally, the separated TTS
engine software and language dependent data make it possible to hide the software engineering details by providing language developers an interface with a higher level of abstractness.
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Chapter

1

Introduction

T

technological advancement has gradually taken voice user interfaces from sci-fi television shows and books into practical everyday use. For example, speech recognition
and speech synthesis are nowadays used in cars (navigation, hands-free control), mobile
phones (call initiation, voice control), aids for visually impaired, military applications and
even some dictation applications. User interfaces with synthetic speech are normally used in
applications or situations where the user has no other convenient means of getting the feedback from the device. Synthetic speech may also augment the existing mode of interaction by
offering a faster and an alternative or a parallel way to get information from the system.

1.1.

HE

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Synthetic speech has been studied since the 1770's when Russian professor Christian Kratzenstein managed to produce vowel sounds with some resonant tubes. The famous acousticmechanical speech machine by Wolfgang von Kempelen was created in 1791 [94]. It successfully modeled human speech production with bellows as lungs, vibrating reed as vocal cords
and leather tube as vocal tract. The first elementary electrical synthesizers were made in the
1920's and 1930's. The first formant synthesizers emerged in the 1950's and the first text-tospeech (TTS) systems in the 1960's and 1970's [2]. The first computer implementations were
made in the 1980's.
Apart from research uses, synthetic speech is nowadays commonly used for example in
toys, train announcements, telephone services or call centers, car navigation systems and mobile phones. The synthesis technologies may vary from simple speech sample concatenation
to parametric synthesizers or full text-to-speech systems with unit selection synthesis. The
synthesis technology as well as the selection of the entire TTS system depends on the target
application and its requirements. TTS systems running on a personal computer (PC) platform
can consume several tens of megabytes of memory without being too large. However, the
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same memory footprint is hardly acceptable on mass-produced mobile devices whose memory
size has a significant impact on the manufacturing cost.
Despite the vast offering of commercial and non-commercial TTS systems none of them
were directly suitable for the specific use for mobile phones. Instead of a full TTS system capable of processing long, arbitrary sentences there was a need for a multilingual, very lowfootprint synthesis system for short utterances such as names and isolated words. The main
driver for this type of a TTS system was a speaker independent name dialing (SIND) application. In SIND, the user says the name of the phonebook entry and the TTS speaks out the recognition results to the user before initiating a phone call. Another example of an application
requiring a short utterance TTS is a speaking dictionary.

1.2.

OBJECTIVE OF THE THESIS

This thesis describes the main requirements of a multilingual low-footprint TTS system in
hand-held devices and describes some novel techniques which can be applied to meet them.
The requirements, which are addressed here, are rapid development of languages, support for
multiple languages, easy maintenance and configurability, low memory consumption, adequate speech quality and portability to different implementation platforms. The main focus is
on low memory consumption and multilingual aspects. The speech quality is considered adequate when it is acceptable for commercial products. The quality level is determined by application requirements and user perception.

1.3.

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

This thesis contains two main parts. The first part is an introductory part and the second is a
collection of related publications presented in scientific journals and conferences. The first
part explains the main concepts and terms and gives necessary background information so that
the reader can understand the details and contributions described in the publications.
The introductory part has six chapters. The second chapter following this introduction
describes the fundamentals of human speech production and perception. The information is
needed to better understand the source-filter speech synthesis models. An example of such a
model is a formant synthesizer, which is used and referred to in most of the presented publications. The third chapter briefly presents the most relevant areas of linguistics. It will be shown
that engineering knowledge is not enough in development of voice user interfaces, especially
speech synthesis systems. The fourth chapter gives an outline of a generic TTS system. Functionality and expertise needed in development of each module is described. The fifth chapter
presents the special requirements of the multilingual TTS systems on mobile devices. Several
alternative methods are listed to minimize the memory consumption and to allow the fast development of languages. The introductory part is complemented with the conclusions in chapter 6.
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1.4.

SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS

The publications presented in this thesis were written during a period of four years, from 2002
to 2006. They all concentrate on the issues of multilingual text-to-speech synthesis in mobile
phones. However, most of the results are also applicable to any TTS system on hand-held devices or even to any TTS system in general. The main topics in the publications are (i) the
techniques for improving formant synthesis in multilingual TTS systems and (ii) the description of the TTS framework and language development. It should be noted that the term phoneme has been used in the publications to indicate both phonemes and phones of a language.
Publications [P1][75] and [P2][74] describe some methods for manipulating phonetic
representation of an utterance to offer some memory reduction and simplification in a TTS
system. Both publications also measure the impact of manipulation on perceived speech quality. Publication [P1][75] describes a method for reducing the language-specific set of sounds
by forming diphthongs and affricates by combining other sounds. Listening evaluation tests
were carried out to measure differences in quality and intelligibility between the original and
artificially generated compound-sounds. The results show that some of the sounds in US English could be successfully replaced with compound-sounds without a significant loss in perceived quality. Another simplification of the language-specific phoneme set is described in
[P2][74]. It presents a method where the pronunciation in one language can be approximated
with the sounds of another language. It is shown that the method can be successfully applied
as long as the two languages resemble each other phonetically. It allows the fast addition of
new languages into the synthesis system without the cost of significantly increased memory
consumption. The drawback of the method is the inaccurate pronunciation, intonation (foreign
accent), and possibly degraded intelligibility of synthetic speech.
Publications [P3][70] and [P4][83] concentrate on formant synthesis as a part of a TTS
system. Publication [P3][70] compares two different intonation models in the context of formant synthesis. The models are CART-based statistical model and a parameter based mathematical model called the Fujisaki model. In the statistical method the decision trees are trained
with annotated material. The pitch (F0) contours, which are created during the synthesis
phase, are determined by features such as syllable stress, syllable location and so on. The Fujisaki model is controlled mainly with the location and amplitude of accent and phrase commands. The locations are determined for example using information about sentence boundaries and stressed words or syllables. The comparison of the two methods shows that there is
no significant difference between CART and Fujisaki intonation models when they are applied to short US English utterances.
Different interpolation schemes for formant parameters are investigated in [P4][83]. The
interpolation takes place between the so called control points. The publication measures the
changes in perceptual quality as the number of control points per phoneme is reduced. It is
shown that there is no perceptual difference in two or four control point models provided that
the location of the points is sensibly selected. The reduced number of points simplifies the
interpolation process. The result is also relevant for human speech perception and is aligned
with the earlier research [43].
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The other group of publications describes the TTS framework, application related topics
and language development. The separation of program code and language specific data is one
of the most important ways to allow the implementation of a multilingual TTS system and to
enable rapid language development. The framework that utilizes the code and data separation
is presented in [P5][82]. The rule-based system takes a phoneme sequence as input, creates
control parameters for formant synthesis, and produces synthetic speech waveform as output.
The rules that control the synthesis parameters and parameter transitions are stored in language specific packages. The synthesis engine itself stays the same for all the languages used.
It is shown that the script language which is used in implementing the rules consume significantly less memory than the corresponding implementation as program code (dynamically
linked library, DLL). The creation of the language packages can be made easier and faster using the integrated development environment described in [P6][71]. The environment allows
manipulation of the rule files and testing of the resulting output waveform. Various debugging
features including visualization of the output waveform support the iterative language development process.
The front end of a TTS system has also several language specific functionalities. The
specific challenges in text normalization are presented in [P7][72]. The publication introduces
a rule framework for creating language specific normalization rules for numbers, units and
time expressions. It also presents the implementation of rules for over 40 languages.
The application oriented viewpoints of the multilingual TTS system are given in
[P8][54], [P9][85], [S1][84] and [S2][73]. The first describes the speaker independent name
dialing (SIND) system where a low-footprint TTS is used in providing feedback on recognition results to the user. The second application oriented publication [P9][85] describes the
message reader application on Nokia Series 60 mobile phones and presents the results of the
immediate usability tests. Supplementary publications provide a high-level overview of the
challenges of multilingual TTS development and TTS applications on mobile phones.

1.5.

AUTHOR'S CONTRIBUTION TO PUBLICATIONS

The work described in the publications involved mainly research, innovation, specification,
simulation, implementation, evaluation and documentation. The author's contribution to each
publication is described next.
In Publication [P1][75], the author was responsible for the modification of the synthesis
framework and for reducing the total number of separate US English sounds by constructing
them using other sounds of that language. The author also generated the test data, conducted
the listening evaluation tests, analyzed the results, wrote and presented the publication.
In Publication [P2][74], several phonetic mappings between languages were carried out
and evaluated. The author was responsible for finding a perceptually optimal mapping from
one phonetic representation to the other. This procedure was repeated for several language
pairs such as Hungarian and Finnish, Estonian and Finnish, Dutch and German, and Greek
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and Spanish. The author specified and conducted a listening test to evaluate the quality of the
phonetic mapping, and co-wrote and presented the publication.
The author co-wrote Publication [P3][70] and was intensively involved with the design
of the work presented. The author contributed in tuning synthesis parameters for the formant
synthesizer and in training the classification and regressions trees (CART) for prediction of
prosody. The author also produced the test data and conducted the listening tests to enable the
objective comparison of different intonation models.
In publication [P4][83], the author was involved in specifying the comparison of different interpolation strategies and choosing the optimal control points for formant tracks. The
author also co-wrote the paper and conducted the listening evaluation tests for assessing the
perceptual difference between the different numbers of control points in formant track interpolation.
The author's contribution to publication [P5][82] was to develop synthesis rules for several languages including US English, Finnish, French, Swedish, Russian and Czech using the
presented script format. The rules controlled the formant synthesis parameters based on the
phonetic and prosodic information such as manner, place and syllable stress. The author also
co-wrote the paper and carried out analysis and evaluations for developed synthesis languages.
In publication [P6][71], the author took part in the design and specification of the integrated development environment and evaluated the functionality of the implemented system.
The author also co-wrote and presented the paper.
The author was the originator of the idea for text normalization utilized in publication
[P7][72]. The author also implemented the number, unit and time expansion rules for several
languages using the framework. The work also included supervising the rule development for
other languages, implementation of required Microsoft Excel tools and evaluation of the results presented in the publication. The author co-wrote the paper.
In publication [P8][54], the author co-wrote the paper giving some insight to the speech
synthesis part of the voice user interface system.
Publication [P9][85] was also co-written by the author. The author also took part in organizing the immediate usability tests and analyzing the test results.

Chapter

2

Fundamentals of human speech
production and perception

U

of human speech production and perception is necessary in the development of speech synthesis systems. Articulatory synthesis and synthesis using sourcefilter models are closely related to the actual human speech production mechanisms. Unit selection synthesis and other forms of concatenative synthesizers do not directly model the
physics of the human speech production system. However, they benefit from the classification
of the speech sounds based on human articulation and from the knowledge of the speech perception in the same way as the other synthesis techniques.

2.1.

NDERSTANDING

SPEECH ORGANS

The human speech organs can be divided roughly into three groups: 1) organs which reside
above the larynx (supraglottal organs), 2) the larynx and the laryngeal cartilages, and 3) respiratory organs such as trachea, lungs and respiratory muscles [4]. A cross-section of a human
head with the main organs involved in speech production is shown in Figure 1.
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Palate

Pharynx
Epiglottis

Larynx

Figure 1. Overview of the human speech organs.
The supraglottal organs are mainly the articulatory organs including the lips, the teeth, the
tongue, the alveolar ridge, the palate, and the velum. There are also three cavities used as
resonating chambers is speech production. They are the oral cavity, the nasal cavity, and the
pharynx. The larynx is a complex cartilaginous structure containing the vocal folds and glottis. It is located on the upper part of the trachea beneath the pharynx. The epiglottis prevents
the intrusion of food or liquid into the lungs during swallowing. The trachea descends from
the larynx into the chest cavity. It branches into two primary bronchi each leading to a separate lung. The airflow needed in speech production and breathing is generated with the muscles of respiration such as the diaphragm and the muscles controlling the rib cage (intercostals). The external intercostals elevate the sternum for inhalation whereas the internal intercostals lower the sternum during exhalation.

2.2.

STAGES OF SPEECH PRODUCTION

The human speech production may be viewed as having three separate stages. The first stage
provides air pressure for example from the lungs and is called initiation. The second stage is
phonation where for example fundamental frequency is generated through vocal fold vibrations. The final stage is articulation where the generated signal is modulated to produce various speech sounds [4].

2.2.1. Initiation
The air flow needed in speech is generated during the initiation stage. There are three air
stream mechanism locations used for speech production. They are the lungs (pulmonic), the
larynx (glottalic), and the mouth (velaric). Most speech in natural languages involves a pulmonic egressive airstream where the air flows out of the lungs. At first the pressure is built up
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in the lungs and trachea below the glottis. This subglottal pressure is released when the glottis
is opened and the air starts flowing from the lungs and out of the mouth or nose. Respiratory
muscles control the airflow. The pulmonic egressive air stream is very similar to normal
breathing and compatible with the respiratory cycle so it is well suited for speech.
It is also possible to create speech sounds with other mechanisms or with a different direction of air stream (e.g. pulmonic ingressive). Sounds classified as ejectives and implosives
are initiated with glottalic egressive and ingressive streams, respectively. The glottalic air
streams are generated by rising and lowering of the larynx. In some languages velaric airstreams are also used to generate click sounds. These velaric streams are generated in the
mouth through actions of the tongue.

2.2.2. Phonation
Phonation takes place as the air passes through the glottis within the larynx. The air flow is
modified in different ways depending on the type of phonation used. Different types are characterized by the mode of vocal fold vibrations. The basic types are voiceless phonation,
voiced phonation (sometimes the term phonation is used to refer only to this mode) and whisper [4].
Voiced phonation may take place in different forms such as falsetto, creaky voice or
breathy voice. Vocal fold vibrations are produced by a repeating glottal cycle. First, air pressure is built behind the closed vocal folds. As the pressure increases it forces the vocal folds
open and the air starts flowing through the glottis. Due to Bernoulli effect the air pressure is
reduced at the constriction and the vocal folds begin to close [68]. After the glottis is fully
closed the air pressure starts building up and the cycle is repeating.
Whisper is produced without vocal fold vibrations. A small triangular shape passage is
left in the glottis so that turbulent air flow (noise) is generated. In voiceless phonation there is
no sound generated in the glottis, in other words neither periodic signal nor noise as in whisper is produced but instead the air is passed straight through the open vocal folds. Glottal stop
is also usually mentioned as one of the modes although it is not really a phonation type. Glottal stop closes the vocal folds completely to stop the air flow and build up a pressure in subglottal space. Glottal stops are distinctive in Arabic language but also used in other languages,
for example in a context where a word final and following word initial sound are the same.

2.2.3. Articulation
Articulation is the final stage in speech production. The periodical glottal pulses or noise generated during phonation are modified by the supraglottal organs. The posture and the positioning of the organs differentiate speech sounds. For example, the vowel sound in "sheep" is
produced with the tongue positioned in the front part of the mouth whereas in "talk" the vowel
is formed in the back of the mouth. In the case of voiceless sounds, the place of constriction
and the channel shape determine the sounds. For example, [f] as in "fit" is produced by creating a constriction of the airflow with the lips and teeth. When the tongue is moved backwards
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and upwards to form a narrow air channel between the tongue and the alveolar ridge another
fricative sound such as [ʃ ] in "shout" is produced. Classification of the speech sounds is also
based on the location of the articulation as will be shown in section 3.4.1.

2.3.

MODELING SPEECH PRODUCTION

The configuration of the lips, the tongue, the velum and other articulatory organs contribute to
the overall vocal tract shape during speech production. The natural resonant frequencies of the
vocal tract are called formants and are often denoted with F1, F2, F3 and so on. The presence
of formants can be clearly observed in voiced parts of speech as dark lines shown in the spectrogram in Figure 2. The vertical axis presents the frequencies from 0 to 4 kHz and the horizontal axis time from 0 to 3.7 seconds.

The carpet cl ean e r s

sh a m p ooe d ou r o r i e n t a l r u

g

Figure 2. Spectrogram of the utterance "The carpet cleaners shampooed our oriental rug".
Some mathematical models of speech production have been developed for better understanding of human speech production [31]. Based on the analysis of resonant tubes and sound pressure propagation several formulas can be written for describing the speech production phenomenon. The models can be further used in speech synthesis.
The overall frequency response of the human speech signal or in other words the Fourier transform of the sound pressure pr(f) at distance r from the lips can be acquired by multiplying the transfer functions of the glottal source S(f), vocal tract model T(f) and the radiation
characteristics R(f) as shown in (1) [97]. The radiation characteristics describe the behavior of
the speech signal as it exits the mouth.
p r ( f ) = S ( f )T ( f ) R ( f )

(1)

The glottal waveform of the excitation is related to the sound pressure reaching the ears of the
listener. The pressure is closely approximated with the derivative of the volume velocity of
the glottal waveform as presented by Stevens [97]. An example of the frequency response of
the glottal pulse is shown in Figure 3. A detailed analysis of two common glottal models (LF
and KLGLOTT88) is provided in [26]. The vocal tract transfer function T(s) can be modeled
as
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T (s) = K

B (s)
( s − s a )( s − s b )( s − s c ) K
= K
A(s)
( s − s 1 )( s − s 2 )( s − s 3 ) K

(2)

where K is a constant, sa, sb, sc, …; s1, s2, s3, … are zeros and poles of T(s), respectively, and
s=j2πf is a complex frequency variable. The poles represent the complex natural frequencies
of the vocal tract, in other words formants.
The transfer function of the radiation characteristics resembles that of a high pass filter
with a relatively wide transition band (slope about 6 dB per octave). Low frequencies are attenuated whereas higher frequencies are slightly amplified. The equations for radiation characteristics are also presented in [97]. All three components of the spectrum of the output
sound pressure pr(f) are shown in Figure 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Three components of the overall transfer function of a speech signal: (a) glottal
source, (b) vocal tract, and (c) radiation characteristics [58].
In some models such as Klatt88 [58], the effect of radiation characteristics has been incorporated into the glottal source. For this reason, the source creates a low-pass spectrum with -6
dB/octave fall-off instead of -12 dB/octave. The vocal tract spectrum shown in Figure 3 (b) is
created when the model produces the US English vowel /A/ as denoted with Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet (SAMPA) notation [89].
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2.3.1. Source-filter synthesis
The theory of speech production can be directly applied to articulatory synthesis and to synthesizers which are based on a so called source-filter approach [30][31][32]. Articulatory synthesis uses models of human physiology and movement of organs to create the speech signal.
Although the systems mimic the human speech organs they involve heavy calculation and are
often too complex for practical applications.
The source-filter synthesizers model the excitation signal (source) and vocal tract (filter)
to create synthetic speech. Examples of such synthesizers are Klatt formant synthesizer and
linear predictive coding (LPC) synthesis. The Klatt formant synthesizer is described in more
detail in section 4.8.1.

2.4.

SPEECH PERCEPTION

The development of speech synthesis and TTS systems benefits a great deal not only from
understanding of human speech production but also from the characteristics of speech perception. The changes in sound pressure emitted from a speaker's mouth are converted into mechanical movements of the tympanic membrane at the end of the ear canal. The displacement
of the membrane causes a displacement of ear bones (malleus, incus, stapes) located in the
middle ear. The mechanical excitation of the bones in the middle ear propagates into the fluids in the inner ear. The cochlea in the inner ear transforms the mechanical energy into electrical activity in the auditory nerve and further into the central nervous system [4][97].
The human auditory organs do not treat all frequencies equally. Also, the behavior of
the brain affects the hearing experience. It is important to understand the capabilities of the
human auditory system to be able to place the development effort into the right parts of the
TTS system. Enhancements which do not have perceptual relevance can be left out whereas
those which affect the acoustic cues of speech recognition are essential.

2.4.1. Perception of loudness and pitch
It is known that the human ear is not equally sensitive to all frequencies. The maximum sensitivity lies at 3000 Hz although the approximate frequency range of hearing is from 20 Hz to
20 kHz. The normal speech signal uses frequencies between 125 Hz and 8000 Hz but the intelligibility is preserved even if the frequencies above 4000 Hz are removed. The human hearing does not provide linear responses to sound level or pitch changes when the frequency is
modified. Instead two different frequency sounds may sound equally loud although their amplitudes were different [4]. It has also been shown that human hearing is especially sensitive
to changes in frequencies, levels and bandwidths associated with the spectral location of formants [97]. Another interesting effect is masking. The presence of one signal has an effect on
perception of another signal that is in its temporal or spectral vicinity. It is also possible that a
masking signal makes the other signal completely inaudible. The masking effect can occur
simultaneously or it may have an impact on preceding or succeeding sounds [97].
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The relative amplitudes of spectral prominences determine how the signal is heard. If
for example, there are two spectral peaks close to each other in frequency, a human listener
hears only a single frequency sound. The perceived frequency is somewhere between the two
prominent peaks. The location depends on the relative sound levels so that it is closer to the
stronger component. However, if the peaks are further apart, the listener perceives a single
frequency which equals to one of the prominent peaks. In other words, no frequency blending
occurs when the frequency components are far from each other [21]. These observations are
relevant to the classification of vowels in human auditory system [97].

2.4.2. Acoustic cues
The most important acoustic cues in speech perception are the ones which enable listeners to
separate speech sounds from one another. The artificial re-production of the cues is an important task in parametric speech synthesis. A better realization of the cues implies a better differentiation of speech sounds, thus providing higher intelligibility. Cues can be classified for
example into phonation cues, manner cues, place cues, cues on segmental length and so on.
One of the differentiating factors in spoken consonants is the presence of voicing. For
example, US English bilabial plosives [p] and [b] in word initial position have the same place
of articulation but they differ in voicing. The plosive [b] is often referred as voiced sound
whereas [p] is said to be voiceless. However, it can be shown that measuring of voicing itself
is not adequate in differentiating abovementioned sounds. In some contexts like in words "bit"
and "pit" both plosives can be measured to be voiceless [68]. The perceptual difference between the two sounds is not only due to voicing but also due to voice onset time (VOT).
Voice onset time describes the time from the release after occlusion to the beginning of voicing. VOT is negative if voicing begins before the release and positive if it begins after the release. When voicing coincides with the release, VOT is said to be zero. In US English voiced
plosives have small VOT whereas in voiceless plosives the VOT is larger. During the time
from the release to the beginning of voicing aspiration is heard [4]. Thus voiceless plosives
with large VOT are sometimes referred to as aspirated plosives.
The place of articulation is perceived through formant transitions [4]. The perceptually
most important formant is F2 which means that special attention has to be paid in generating
accurate F2 contours in speech synthesis. The manner of articulation is recognized for example through the presence of formants (laterals and approximants), length of the formant transitions, presence of noise (fricatives, affricates) or breaks in spectral content (plosives). The
vowels are generally sufficiently defined with F1 and F2 values but for example rounding
changes the distribution of formant energy compared with the unrounded vowel. The vowel
length may also be a contrastive property in some languages such as in Danish.
In addition to the segmental cues there are some properties that extend over several
speech segments. For example, in tonal languages (e.g. Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese, Thai)
pitch or fundamental frequency is also an important cue. The pitch pattern or tone is contrastive and may change the meaning of the word. For example a one syllable word with a rising
tone may have a different meaning than the same word with a falling tone. Even in non-tonal
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languages, speakers are able to provide additional information and better intelligibility with
stress, intonation and timing. It is even possible to speak the message in such a way that the
meaning is the opposite.

2.5.

TERMINOLOGY

Many phenomena in speech production and perception can be studied from different points of
view [64]. Table 1 provides a brief overview of related terms from physiological, acoustic,
perceptual, and linguistic points of view.
Table 1. Essential terms in speech production and perception
Physiological
articulatory timing
phonation
generation of air pressure

Acoustic
signal in time domain
fundamental frequency, F0
intensity, amplitude

Perceptual
duration
pitch
loudness

Linguistic
quantity, tempo
tone, intonation
word and sentence level stress

For example, physiological activity called phonation produces acoustically measured fundamental frequency. The human ear perceives that as pitch. From the linguistic point of view the
changes and patterns in fundamental frequency appear in tones and intonation. The same applies for linguistic functions of quantity and stress. The quantity is created in timing of articulatory sequences, which can be measured from the signal in the time domain. Humans perceive such a phenomenon as duration. The perception of loudness and stress relates to intensity and amplitude of the physical signal. The signal, on the other hand, is created with organs
modifying the airflow and resulting speech spectrum. Some of the terms presented in the table
are used interchangeably in this thesis.

Chapter

3

Linguistics

L

is a field of science that studies languages. Understanding similarities, differences and characteristics of different languages is important in providing natural language processing in multilingual text-to-speech systems. This chapter gives a brief introduction to those sub-fields of linguistics that play the most significant role in TTS system development. The purpose of the linguistic analysis in a TTS system is to gather necessary information for determining pronunciation and prosody.

3.1.

INGUISTICS

MORPHOLOGY

Morphology is a field that studies of structure of words. For example, in languages such as
English and French, words may be viewed as a combination of a word stem (or root) and an
affix (suffix and prefix). The root part of the word may also be altered by inflexions. Morphological information may be used in determining the part of speech label for a word. For example in English, a word having a suffix "-ed" suggests that it might be a verb in the past tense.
A minimal unit of meaning of grammatical function is called a morpheme [115]. The morphemes can be categorized into free morphemes (lexical or functional) or bound morphemes
(derivational, inflectional). Depending on the focus, the field of study may be divided into inflectional morphology or derivational morphology [28]. Inflectional morphology covers
words which are altered by, for example, a plural suffix such as in "cow" → "cows". The
derivational morphology involves word formation through the use of more than one lexeme
(words conventionally listed as separate entries in dictionary). For example, the relationship
between the words "morpheme" and "morphology" is in the field of derivational morphology.
An example of the morphological analysis of an English word "unintentionally" is shown in
Figure 4. The abbreviations "Adj" and "Adv" denote "adjective" and "adverbial", respectively.
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unintentionally
(Adv)
unintentional
(Adj)
Derivational affix
un-

Derivational affix
-ly
Stem (Adj)
intentional

Root (noun)
intention

Derivational affix
-nal

Figure 4. Morphological break-down of the word "unintentionally".
Such a tree-like structure can be formed for every word in a sentence in languages that follow
the similar morphological partitioning. However, the context of the word should also be considered to accurately determine the morphemes.
Morphology can also be useful in representing all the words of a language in a dictionary. The size of the dictionary can be significantly reduced if morphological affixes and modifications are intelligently represented so that all possible forms of a single word do not have to
be separately listed.

3.2.

SYNTAX AND GRAMMAR

Syntax describes how phrases and sentences are constructed from words. The language specific grammar provides a template for correct structure of a sentence. The sentence structure is
usually closely related to the way the sentence is spoken. It determines for example which
words to emphasize, where to place pauses, and what kind of intonation is needed [68]. The
grammatical description of a sentence may include part of speech information (noun, adjective, verb, adverb, preposition, pronoun, conjunction) and other traditional grammatical categories including number, person, tense, voice and gender [115]. The grammatical and syntactic analysis of a sentence results in a tree-like structure where each word and the corresponding categorization are presented. An example of a phrase-structure or syntactic tree is shown
in Figure 5.
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Sentence

NP1

VP

d

subj

V

NP2

A

cat

pred

d

attr

obj

ate

a

tasty

mouse

Figure 5. Syntactic tree structure of a sentence "A cat ate a tasty mouse".
The presented tree shows how the sentence is first divided into a noun phrase (NP1) and a
verb phrase (VP). Then the verb phrase is further divided into a verb (V) and a noun phrase
(NP2). Each phrase if further divided into words and their corresponding part of speech. The
part of speech tags used in the figure are the following: d = determiner, subj = subject, pred =
predicate, attr = attribute, obj =object.

3.3.

SEMANTICS AND INFORMATION STRUCTURE

The term semantics is used to refer to the meaning of words, phrases and sentences. The study
is focused on what the words conventionally mean rather than on what kind of message a
speaker is trying to convey [115]. Semantics further restricts the possible structure and word
selection in the sentences constructed according to syntax and grammars. For example, a sentence could be grammatically correct but quite implausible due to the selection of words with
no apparent relation to each other. Semantics also has an impact on the actual realization of
spoken utterances. The meaning conveyed via orthography may be contradicted by appropriate stressing of words and certain intonation patterns.
Information structure (IS) is an inherent aspect of meaning [61]. IS reflects the relation
and interaction between the contextually dependent items in an utterance. According to
Steedman [96] there are two dimensions in an IS; theme and rheme. Theme is a part of a sentence that a speaker believes to be a matter of mutual interest. Rheme is a part of a sentence
that comments the theme or provides some information about the theme. There is a strong
correspondence between the IS and intonation structure at least in English which means that a
proper construction of IS can provide useful information for modeling intonation in a TTS
system.
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3.4.

PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY

Phonetics is the science of speech. It studies different speech sounds, speech production
mechanisms and also speech perception and acoustics across all languages [4]. Functional,
contrastive role of sounds is studied by phonology as stated by Kirchhoff [56]. The most essential areas of phonetics for speech synthesis are classification of speech sounds and suprasegmental properties of speech including coarticulation. For source-filter type synthesis,
acoustic phonetics provides useful information.
There are two different notations for speech sounds used in this thesis. Phonemes which
are differentiable units for a speaker of a given language are written between slash characters
"/ /". Phones or phoneme realizations which cover all variants of each phoneme are marked
with brackets "[ ]".

3.4.1. Classification of speech sounds
The standardized notation for speech sounds or segments is provided in International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) [53]. The phonetic symbols in IPA are language-independent, thus they can
be used in describing the pronunciation in every language. There are also several other notations for speech sounds. For example, SAMPA [89] notation offers a way to present IPA
sounds in American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) characters. However, SAMPA notation does not provide correct mappings for all the languages. Due to lack
of common notation to present IPA symbols on computer there are quite a few different methods to annotate databases especially in languages which are not covered by SAMPA.
The speech sounds are differentiated from each other using several parameters. The
classification could be done using the air-stream mechanism, force of articulation, prolongability, state of the velum, manner and place of articulation, and so on. In practice, the so called
three-term labels are often used. It is sufficient to use only information about phonation, place
of articulation and manner of articulation to describe obstructed speech sounds as shown in
Table 2. Most of the other parameters can be derived from these three attributes.
Table 2. Classification of speech sounds based on consonant-type articulation.
Parameter
1. Phonation
2. Manner of articulation
3. Place of articulation

Example values
voiceless, voiced, whisper
stop, fricative, affricate, approximant, vowel
bilabial, labio-dental, dental, alveolar, post-alveolar, alveo-palatal, retroflex, palatal, velar, uvular, pharyngeal, glottal

A similar classification is also available for vowel-type sounds. Instead of using a full list of
parameters another set of three terms is defined. The vowel sounds are characterized by
tongue position (height and front/back location) and the lip shape as shown in Table 3. The
other parameters such as air-stream mechanism and state of the velum can be derived from the
three-term labels.
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Table 3. Classification of speech sounds based on vowel-type articulation.
Parameter
1. Tongue height
2. Tongue position (anterior-posterior)
3. Lip shape

Example values
close (high), close-mid, open-mid, open (low)
front, central, back
rounded, unrounded

The description of each speech sound can be mapped to IPA symbols. Some examples of the
symbols and their three-term descriptions are presented here:
[ ʃ]

voiceless post-alveolar fricative as in "shoot",

[b]

voiced bilabial plosive as in "bat",

[ð]

voiced dental fricative as in "this",

[ʌ ]

unrounded open-mid back vowel as in "cut".

3.4.2. Suprasegmentals
In addition to the segmental characteristics, human speech has several features which extend
over multiple speech segments. These suprasegmental features are often referred to as prosodic components of speech including stress, intonation, timing, and tone. The definition of
suprasegmentals given by Lehiste [64] states that "suprasegmentals are features whose arrangement in contrastive patterns in the time dimension is not restricted to single segments
defined by their phonetic quality".
Stress is an emphasis or a prominence of one or more syllables in a word. In some languages such as English stress has an important role in pronunciation. Incorrect location of
stress may change the meaning of the word (e.g. "object", "subject", "conflict", "record" as
verb or as noun) or make it unintelligible to a native speaker. There are usually three different
levels of stress that can be identified. Those are primary (the strongest), secondary, and the
weak stress. The number of stress levels depends on the language and the interpretation. The
stressed syllables may be characterized by longer duration, increased loudness, raised fundamental frequency or by a clearer and more distinct pronunciation of a vowel in the syllable.
The realization of stress is a language-dependent property, which means that the characteristics may vary. In addition to the syllable stress at word level (phonemic and morphological
stress) there may be a word stress at the phrase level. The prominence of words is used to emphasize something in a phrase, to clarify the meaning of the phrase or just to separate content
words from function words such as articles and prepositions. The part of speech and the semantics also influence the prominence of the words in a phrase or sentence.
Intonation can also be viewed as the melody of speech and it is realized as changes in
the fundamental frequency (F0 or pitch). The factors affecting the fundamental frequency can
be divided into several components such as intrinsic, segmental and suprasegmental. Intrinsic
properties affect the pitch for some vowel sounds. For example, high vowels tend to have
higher fundamental frequency than low vowels. Intrinsic pitch properties are not particularly
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salient although they are present in all the languages. Also segmental features such as phonetic context may introduce changes in pitch. The change may occur before or after a certain
segment. For example, it is likely that after voiceless consonants the F0 is higher. Suprasegmental features affecting fundamental frequency are stress and tone sandhi (tone interaction
over larger segments) in tonal languages. In tonal languages, the tone (pitch pattern) is a distinctive part of the word. Changes in tone can also mean the change in the meaning of a word.
The tones of consecutive words interact with each other changing the original pitch patterns.
Of course, the intonation may also be viewed as an outcome of linguistic features such as semantics, information structure, syntax and grammar. The suprasegmental changes in the fundamental frequency are grouped into so called breath groups (also referred to as tone groups
or intonation phrases by some authors). The determination of the breath groups may be based
on the grammatical and phonological aspects or on some additional criteria. Each breath
group may have its own intonation pattern. Question phrases often have higher pitch and a
rise at the end whereas statement phrases tend to have a fall at the end. The breath groups and
intonation patterns are produced naturally and with ease by each native speaker of a given
language.
Timing includes the speaking rate, the use of pauses and the speech rhythm. As the rate
of speech increases the less precise the articulation becomes and the larger impact the
neighboring speech sounds have on each other (co-articulation, see section 3.4.3). Changes in
speech rate also modify the duration of pauses in an utterance. In addition, the presence of a
pause may provide grammatical information for the listener. The rhythm of speech is language dependent and closely related to the grammar and prominent syllables [68]. Languages
can be roughly grouped by different rhythm patterns. The traditional, yet controversial classification contains two rhythm groups: stress-timed rhythm and syllable-timed rhythm [81]. In
languages with stress-timed rhythm (e.g. English) the prominent syllables occur after constant
intervals in time. In languages with syllable-timed rhythm (e.g. French) each syllable is allocated an equal amount of time so that the overall length of the spoken sentence depends on the
number of syllables in it. The traditional classification has been challenged by other views
such as grouping based on phonological properties of languages [23].

3.4.3. Co-articulation
Individual speech sounds or speech segments are pronounced differently depending on the
neighboring sounds. This phenomenon is called co-articulation. Co-articulation is caused either by physiological constraints in human speech production (language universal) or by rules
in a given language (language specific) [68]. Co-articulation can be classified based on the
direction of influence, parameters of articulation or functional aspect [4].
Speech segments may influence either the previous segments (anticipatory, regressive)
or the following segments (perseverative, progressive). For example in English [k] gets
fronted velaric articulation before a front vowel [i]. This is also an example of an allophonic
variation where the changed sound is still perceived as a phoneme /k/. In some cases, phonemic assimilation occurs and the speech sound is completely changed due to co-articulation.
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For example, "ten men" gets pronounced as [tem men] in English. Co-articulation may also
have an influence beyond the neighboring segments (feature spread) [4].
It is necessary to take co-articulatory effects into account in speech synthesis. Both language universal and language specific properties should be adequately modeled to produce
natural sounding speech.

3.4.4. Phonetic similarities and differences between languages
A group of phones (or sounds) that the speakers of a given language feel to be one sound and
which are never used in a contrastive way, forms a phoneme of that language. The contrast in
a language means that a word can change meaning if a certain sound is replaced with another
one. For example, /p/ and /b/ are contrastive in English since "pin" and "bin" are considered
separate words. There are many variations of a phoneme /p/ even within a language. These
variations are called allophones and they are not contrastive. Whether /p/ is realized as aspirated [ph] in "pot" or unaspirated [p] in "spot" it is still understood as /p/ in English. However,
the same variation may be contrastive in another language such as Thai.
Allophonic variations are partially due to articulatory physics (intrinsic allophones) and
partially due to rules (e.g. grammar) of a language [68]. The phonetic variation is realized
with properties such as duration, aspiration (aspirated vs. non-aspirated), breathiness (breathy
vs. non-breathy), release status (released vs. unreleased), nasalization (nasalized vs. nonnasalized).
The phonetic similarity is sometimes challenging to define. The same phoneme may
have various acoustic realizations even within a language depending on the phonetic context
as shown above. It is also possible that the same acoustic realization results in a different phoneme in different contexts. The phones (phoneme realizations) for the same phoneme in two
languages are very likely to be different. This is an important fact to recognize in multilingual
systems. The realization of a phoneme in one language may also overlap with the phoneme
realizations of a different phoneme in another language. An example of the last case can be
found in comparing a phone [ts] in German, Canadian French and English. In German /ts/ is a
phoneme of its own (e.g. in "Zank"). In Canadian French [ts] is just an allophone of /t/ in certain contexts (e.g. "type") and in English the sound is a combination of two separate phonemes /t/ and /s/ as in "bits" [68].
Due to the described reasons, the phones in a multilingual system can be viewed as
forming partially overlapping regions in a "phoneme plane". Realizations within each region
are determined by likelihood given the phonetic context and language.
In addition to variations in phoneme realizations between different languages there are
also language dependent restrictions on phoneme sequences. Certain phonemic combinations
are not possible in some languages whereas in other ones they may cause some co-articulatory
effects that need to be considered when the language is modeled.
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4

Introduction to text-to-speech

T

main function of a text-to-speech system is to provide an automated way of speaking
out text stored in a digital format. The development of a TTS system is a very
interdisciplinary effort requiring knowledge of human physiology, linguistics and software
engineering. Mathematics in the form of digital signal processing and statistics are also
frequently used in the abovementioned fields. Table 4 shows how the expertise of different
fields is applied to each functional module of a TTS system. The citations in the table provide
further information or examples of each methodology.
HE

Table 4. Interdisciplinary field of text-to-speech.
Language
dependency

Field

TTS system
modules

Linguistics

Natural language
processing

Text-to-phoneme

Languagedependent
Phonetics

Prosody generation

Languageindependent

Human speech
production &
perception

Waveform generation
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Methodologies
Rules [39][44]
Stochastic models (n-grams) [37]
Non-stochastic models [87]
Rules [7]
Dictionaries [105]
CARTs [98]
Neural networks [86][90]
Rules [2]
Templates [51]
CARTs [14][102]
Databases (prosody embedded in units) [52]
Formant synthesis [58][59][66]
LPC synthesis [79]
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) synthesis
[106][107]
Concatenative synthesis [19]
Variable length unit selection synthesis [5][52]
Articulatory synthesis [36]
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As shown, the conversion of textual input into speech can be carried out in many different
ways using various methods. This chapter gives an overview of different classes of TTS
systems. In addition, the main functional modules of a general TTS system are presented and
different implementation methodologies for each module are described.

4.1.

CLASSIFICATION OF TTS SYSTEMS

TTS systems may be categorized in many different ways. The classification is usually based
on various system parameters and it is possible that a single TTS system belongs to multiple
classes. Some examples of TTS system classes are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Classification of TTS systems.
Parameters
Generality of input
Number of languages
Synthesis method
Memory consumption
License

Examples
generic / limited domain
multilingual / monolingual
concatenative / rule-based
embedded / PC / server
shareware / commercial

The generic systems do not set any limitations to the input text. They can process any type of
text with any given content. They know how to filter out parts of the text which are not
pronouncable and convert everything else into spoken format. The limited domain system on
the other hand sets requirements and limitations on the type of input the system can handle.
Such a system may be optimized just to handle the text dealing with a certain subject matter,
for example weather. It may also introduce limitations regarding the format of the input text
such as sentence structure or sentence length.
Classification also indicates whether a TTS system may be multilingual or monolingual.
A monolingual system can only support a single language whereas a multilingual system
supports multiple languages. Such a system may, depending on the implementation, use one
language at the time or even process text written in mixed languages.
Another way to classify TTS systems is based on the synthesis technology or synthesis
strategy used. The systems may be referred to as rule-based systems or concatenation-based
(corpus-based) systems. The rule-based systems usually model the phonation mechanism with
a set a parameters. Rule models may vary by the chosen approach. For example, it is possible
to use phonetic feature-structures instead of plain phonemes as an input to the rule system
[22][67]. The rich phonological representation would make the handling of allophonic
variations easier. For example, phoneme /p/ may have strong aspiration, weak aspiration or no
aspiration depending on the context. With plain phoneme input, several context dependent
rules need to be created to choose the right allophone. This information is inherent in
phonological structure. The proper allophone is selected based on the phone's role and
location in a syllable. Concatenation-based systems operate on speech segments stored in a
large database. Different segments are available for different contexts to allow good
reproduction of co-articulary effects and allophonic variations. The systems may vary based
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on the concatenation algorithm and the speech database format. Speech segments may be for
example, diphones or larger units and they may be encoded to provide memory reduction and
allow concatenation in parametric plane. Thus in more detailed level synthesis systems may,
for example, be classified as formant synthesis, LPC synthesis, diphone concatenation
synthesis, unit selection synthesis, hidden Markov model (HMM) synthesis system, and so on.
The amount of memory that a system consumes can also be used in classification. The
size of the implementation is often closely related to the synthesis method. For example the
largest systems targeted for server platforms are usually based on the unit selection method
and the smallest ones are rule-based systems using formant synthesis or compressed
concatenation units. The largest systems require tens of megabytes of memory whereas the
most compact ones can function with tens of kilobytes.

4.2.

TTS APPLICATIONS

TTS technology is nowadays used in many different applications. The main application areas
are voice user interfaces, automated announcement systems, hands-free/eyes-free applications, aids for the visually impaired, and entertainment applications (e.g. games).
In voice user interfaces TTS technology is used to complement automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology. In some telephone services there might also be other input mechanisms such as dual-tone multi-frequency (DTMF) tones. The most common services using
TTS or recorded prompts are reservation, ordering and query services, which may be available 24-hours a day.
Another domain that benefits from automatic reading of text is in the field of information services. Weather reports, share prices in stock market, and any other form of continuous
information stream can be provided with TTS. Such applications are usually domain specific
which makes it possible to optimize the system for the best speech quality.
TTS is also an essential part of eyes-free operation of different devices. Synthetic
speech can be used in reading e-mail or short messaging service (SMS) messages [P9][85].
Furthermore, TTS system can decrease the memory needs and promote multilingualism in
navigation system so that the entire vocabulary does not need to be pre-recorded.
Another application category using the eyes-free feature is aimed especially to aid visually impaired people. The proper design and planning of the voice prompts provides a way for
blind persons to access various devices. TTS can be used in producing the voice prompt or
just in providing spoken output for the dynamic user interface content. An example of such an
application called VoiceAid is described in [S2][73].
Finally, TTS can be used in entertainment and educational applications to give users
richer audio experiences, to provide information or just to amuse. Such applications are for
example games, educational software (e.g. talking dictionaries) and talking heads, where a
TTS system output is synchronized with an animated image.
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4.3.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A GENERIC TTS SYSTEM

A good overview of a TTS system is given by Dutoit [28] and Holmes & Holmes [49]. A generic TTS system may be viewed as having a front end and a back end. The front end contains
all the text processing and analysis functions, whereas, the back end generates the actual synthetic waveform.
The main purpose of the front end is to analyze the input text and find out all the essential information which may have an impact on pronunciation and prosody. The front end may
also be called a natural language processing (NLP) module as suggested by Dutoit [28]. The
simplistic approach of text analysis processes the input text in a sequential manner. However,
it is easily shown that the different blocks within the NLP module must interact. For example,
the expansion of an English text string "$5" depends on the context. It may be either "five dollars" or "five dollar" if it is connected to a noun (e.g. "five dollar bill") [94].
The back end uses the information on pronunciation and prosody to create synthetic
speech. The waveform generation is quite independent of the NLP module. The high-level
information provided by the NLP module is the same in most TTS systems. However,
different systems may parameterize the information in different ways depending on the synthesis technology used in the back end of the TTS system. A block diagram of a generic TTS
system is presented in Figure 6.

Multil-level data structure

Pre-processor
Text normalization
- Normalized text
Linguistic /
Syntactic
analysis

Front end (NLP
module)

Prosody generation
Text-to-Phoneme
- Prosody

- Pronunciation

Back end

Waveform generation

Figure 6. Block diagram of a generic TTS system.
The figure presents a rough breakdown of the functional modules of both the front and back
end of a TTS system. The front end consists of pre-processor, text normalization, linguistic
analysis, prosody generation and text-to-phoneme mapping modules. It should also be noted
that all the text analysis modules are able to share the information in the multi-level data
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structure, which may contain a phrase structure, part of speech and other pieces of information utilized by several processing modules.

4.4.

PRE-PROCESSING AND NORMALIZATION

The first processing module provides the high level manipulation and filtering of the input
text. It might be required that prior to actual text normalization some information is filtered
out. The filtering or pre-processing removes all unpronounceable characters from the input
stream and also applies some application specific rules if needed. For example, a TTS system
for e-mail reading could remove some fields from the e-mail header. If special annotations are
used such as Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML) [112], the pre-processor extracts
the tags (e.g. assigned paragraphs, emphasis, pauses) and passes the information to the other
processing blocks of the TTS system.
The normalization or pre-processing stage includes also text segmentation and sentence
detection. Text segmentation splits sequences of characters into words, numbers or punctuation marks. The segments are usually separated by one or more white space characters. The
detected segments are further grouped into sentences. The sentence end detection may rely on
punctuation such as period, colon or question mark. However, since the period character may
also be used in numbers, dates or abbreviations, the context needs to be studied to determine
the end of the sentence.
Another task of the normalization process is to expand numbers, abbreviations, web addresses (Uniform Resource Locators or URLs), dates, time expressions, currencies, and other
character sequences which carry a meaning (e.g. smilies). The expansion is often context dependent so additional information about the surrounding sentence is needed. The output from
the text normalization is pure text that is passed forward in the processing chain.
The text normalization may be constructed as a simple look-up table but such an approach lacks the flexibility to utilize full context information. A set of hand written rules
could also be used to carry out the normalization task. Rules are accurate but it may take quite
a bit of time and effort to create them. It has been suggested that weighted finite-state transducer (WFST) could be used in abbreviation and number expansion taking into account lexically dependent pronunciation. Probabilities are associated with state transitions so it is easy
to calculate the most probable or the lowest cost paths across the transducer model [94]. Decision trees and n-gram language models have also been evaluated as a mean for providing text
normalization for non-standard words [95].

4.5.

LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS

One of the most challenging blocks in the TTS system is the module responsible for linguistic
analysis. The processing is language-specific but several common steps can be found across
languages. The term linguistic analysis is used here to cover morphological analysis, syntactic
analysis and contextual analysis (e.g. grammars). The ultimate purpose of this analysis stage
is to provide a description of a sentence with prosodic groups. This is done by breaking down
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the sentence into phrases and words with part of speech tags, word-level stress information,
and syllabification. This information is often hierarchical and also essential for the generation
of natural intonation, rhythm and phrasing in speech.
The sentences can be analyzed through classification of words. Detection of function
words (determiners, pronouns, prepositions etc.) and content words can be used together with
assigning part of speech (POS) tags to each word. The number of function words is often limited. The content words may appear in many different formats including singular, plural,
feminine, masculine, neuter, past tense and other inflected forms. The morphological analysis
recognizes the root word or word stems although the actual word may be modified for example by gender or number [28]. The TTS lexicon or dictionary can be significantly smaller
when modified forms of the words do not have to be stored. The recognition of affixes gives
additional information about the number, case, gender, conjugation and so on. This information can be further utilized in syntactic analysis. The study of morphology of words will also
help in finding pronunciation for some compound words where some regular pronunciation
rules do not apply.
After word-level analysis has been carried out, it is likely that there are still some ambiguities left in POS assignment. Some context dependent analysis is needed to finalize word
classification. Contextual analysis may be performed with either probabilistic or deterministic
methods. In probabilistic methods, word categories for ambiguous words are chosen using
transition probabilities between successive word categories in a sentence (modeled e.g. with
n-grams) [24][37]. The trigram model for POS assignment is described in [94]. The assignment of categories may also be carried out using neural networks [62]. The deterministic
method assigns the category based on rules, which operate on the possible word categories.
An example of rule-based POS assignment is so called Brill's tagger first introduced in 1992
[15] but enhanced in 1994 [16].

4.6.

PROSODY GENERATION

Prosody of a synthetic utterance determines the perceived naturalness together with the accuracy of articulation. Even if speech segments were ideal, synthetic speech would not sound
perfect without the natural intonation, proper phrasing and accurate location of stress. Prosodic components can be determined using information acquired during linguistic analysis.
There are several methods to incorporate prosody into speech synthesis including classification and regression trees (CART) [14], mathematical models, knowledge-based rules [44],
speech databases and pitch templates [60].
CARTs provide a data-driven statistical method for predicting prosodic features such as
stress, intonation and segment duration [46][102]. Stress or pitch values for a given syllable or
word can be determined using the same features that were used during the training of the
trees. Word level stress or accentuation is determined by the position of the word within a
sentence and context features such as discourse markers (e.g. "well", "now"). In some languages such as English content words will have different accent than function words. For in-
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tonation, the features include syllable stress, location of the syllable in a phrase and phonetic
labels. Prosodic phrasing, which determines intonation patterns for longer speech segments,
can be predicted with punctuation, length of utterance, distance in syllables, accentuation, syllable stress, part of speech and so on [94]. CARTs can also be used in predicting segment durations. The modeling of the segment duration must take into account co-articulatory effects
and suprasegmental influences which means that each speech segment does not necessarily
have an intrinsic duration [94]. Features which affect timing include segment identity, context, syllabic stress, word emphasis, location of the syllable in a word, and location of the syllable in a phrase.
The performance of the statistical prediction is heavily based on the regularity and consistent correlation between features in the training data and the feature being predicted. If, for
example, a primary stress always causes a rise in intonation, accurate stress assignment would
lead to correct intonation using statistical CART method. Details of using CARTs for intonation modeling is given in [P3][70], [100] and [102].
There are also other models for intonation modeling. For example, some popular models
are the so called tone sequence model introduced by Pierrehumbert [80] and Tilt model [103].
There is also superposition model by Fujisaki [33][34][35]. In tone sequence model the intonational phrase is presented as a sequence of high and low tones for pitch accent, phrase accent and boundary tones. This way, intonation is described as relative changes in pitch rather
than absolute values. The superposition model adds together influences of accent and phrase
commands to form a complete pitch contour.
Prosody might also be embedded in the speech unit database as in some synthesis systems using waveform concatenation. Based on features produced by the linguistic analysis
module, speech units providing the best phonetic and prosodic match are fetched from the database. Quality of the prosody depends on the richness of the database and the accuracy of the
linguistic analysis.
Tonal languages such as Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese and Thai require specific support from pitch modeling. Tone in tonal languages is a contrastive feature which means that
by changing pitch pattern, the meaning of the word is changed. Modeling of the tone can be
carried out using any of the previously described methods but for more accurate pitch contours, templates might be more attractive [51]. Pitch templates provide normalized contours
for each tone of a given syllable or word. The intonation pattern for the entire phrase can then
be constructed as a combination of tones and sentence level intonation.

4.7.

TEXT-TO-PHONEME CONVERSION

Text-to-phoneme (TTP, also sometimes called grapheme-to-phoneme, G2P or letter-to-sound,
LTS) module creates pronunciation for words from their corresponding orthographic representation. Ideally the phonetic representation should take into account the context where the
word occurs. For example, in some languages the pronunciation varies depending on the surrounding words. For example the English verb "read" is pronounced differently depending on
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the tense (present vs. past). The TTP module must therefore interact with the linguistic analysis module to obtain the necessary information. The pronunciation itself can be produced in
several different ways. It can be generated using dictionaries where each word entry has a corresponding phonetic representation. In some languages (e.g. Finnish) where there is a straightforward relationship between orthography and pronunciation it is possible to write a complete
set of rules to make the TTP conversion. In addition to these exact methods there are statistical approaches such as decision trees [P8][54][98][110] and neural networks [86]. They provide the most likely pronunciation for given words based on the features in the material used
in training the decision trees and neural networks. Data-driven techniques are preferred when
detailed language-specific knowledge is not available and automated development methods
are needed. However, sophisticated but sometimes laborious knowledge-based approaches
(e.g. in ETI-Eloquence) can offer better performance than data-driven systems especially in
embedded, low-memory footprint systems [104].

4.8.

WAVEFORM GENERATION

Prosodic parameters together with the pronunciation provide necessary information for generation of synthetic speech waveform. The set of parameters may be different depending on
the synthesis technology but in all cases the core information is the same. The actual waveform generation may be based for example on rules and parameters such as in formant synthesis or it may use recorded speech databases of, for example, diphones or variable length units.
This section gives an overview of various synthesis technologies.

4.8.1. Formant synthesis
The Klatt formant synthesizer developed by Dennis Klatt during the late 1970's is the most
well known and widely used formant synthesizer [58]. The synthesizer was further enhanced
in 1988 (Klatt88) [59]. The Klatt formant synthesizer has a model for glottal sound source
that can generate either periodic glottal pulses or noise for aspiration or frication sounds. The
vocal tract is modeled with a cascade or parallel bank of second-order resonators. In addition
there are two pole-zero pairs for modeling nasal and tracheal effects in speech productions.
The cascade arrangement is intended for generating sonorous sounds such as vowels, whereas
the obstruent sounds should be produced using parallel construction. The simplified block diagram of the Klatt88 synthesis engine is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Simplified block diagram of a Klatt88 formant synthesizer.
Klatt88 has 12 parameters which are often constant for the synthesized utterance and do not
have to be updated in every synthesis frame. They determine for example the sample rate,
overall gains and number of formants in the system. In addition, there are 48 modifiable parameters which may be updated once in every synthesis frame. The most essential parameters
are the formant frequencies and bandwidths for cascade resonators, formant amplitudes and
bandwidths for parallel resonators, voicing gain, frication gain, aspiration gain, and fundamental frequency. The full list of parameters and their usage can be found in [58] and [59].
It has been shown that Klatt88 is capable of producing almost natural sounding speech
via copy synthesis [47][48]. This means that human speech quality can be reached by manually tuning the synthesis parameters for each synthesis frame to match the spectral representation of natural speech. The automatic extraction of copy synthesis parameters is difficult due
to interdependencies between parameters. The similar copy synthesis procedure is not possible in a TTS system because there is no reference speech signal available. Instead, there is just
plain text as input. Hence the most challenging part of the formant synthesis development is
to provide a way to extract and automatically control synthesis parameters. The available information for such a control module is the linguistic structure including phonetic representation of an utterance with syllable boundaries, and prosodic information including syllable
stress, segmental durations and fundamental frequency.

4.8.2. Waveform concatenation
Waveform concatenation is a synthesis strategy which generates synthetic speech simply by
putting recorded speech samples together. The quality of the concatenated speech depends for
example on the smoothness of the spectral properties over the concatenation boundaries and
the ability to choose units with perceptually-appropriate phoneme realizations. Also the
amount of variation in voice quality of the speech samples should be minimized to guarantee
good quality results. Several studies have been carried out to investigate various concatenation algorithms and their contributions to minimize spectral mismatches that are perceptually
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relevant [57][113]. Prosody matching techniques are required to modify pitch and/or duration
of the segments. The typical scaling factor for pitch and duration is between 0.5 and 2 [28].
This indicates that there are limited means of modifying prosodic realizations in speech database units.
The basic speech segments in concatenation have traditionally been diphones. Diphones
contain parts of two sounds thus embedding some of the effects of co-articulation. For example, the word "cat" would be a result of the following diphones: [sil-k] [k-æ] [æ-t] [t-sil],
where "sil" denotes silence. Although there are more diphones than phones in each language,
the number of units is still manageable. The total number of diphones varies from 500-1500
depending on the language [94]. The size of the unit database can be reduced using parameterizations and compression of speech samples. Furthermore, parameterized samples allow
spectral and temporal manipulation to smooth the concatenation points. The modification of
prosody is very likely needed during synthesis. Although the matching segments were found
from the database, the durations and the pitch would need to be modified. One popular
parameterization method in synthesis is linear predictive coding (LPC). Instead of storing the
recorded speech samples the corresponding LPC parameters and excitation signal are stored.
LPC-based waveform concatenation synthesis systems have been developed by Festival project, SVOX and Bell laboratories [8][79][94].
The most popular concatenation techniques used in diphone concatenation are Time
Domain – Pitch-Synchronous OverLap-Add (TD-PSOLA) and Multi-Band Resynthesis
OverLap-Add (MBROLA) [19][27]. TD-PSOLA algorithm uses pitch marks for periodic
speech segments which are stored in the database. The manipulation of pitch and duration in
the synthesis phase is carried out by shortening or lengthening the pitch periods through appropriate windowing of the signal. Because the signal modifications are done pitch synchronously there are no abrupt changes in pitch at concatenation points. MBROLA technique (developed from MBR PSOLA) is an enhanced version of TD-PSOLA. It incorporates some
spectral smoothing methods and allows high data compression ratio but keeps the actual synthesis simple [29]. It should be noted that co-articulatory effects of some features of speech
extend over four or five segments [101]. It is thus clear that a diphone-based system cannot
fully capture all the variations (unless the database size is significantly increased to contain
diphones in many different contexts).
Some of the shortcomings of diphone concatenation such as the need for signal processing and limited modeling of coarticulation can be alleviated using longer units or larger
speech databases [5]. Longer units can better model the co-articulation, whereas larger speech
databases provide more suitable segments for concatenation when appropriate context information is used in searching the database. The current state-of-the-art concatenation systems
are using the unit selection technique [52]. Unit selection can be viewed as a generalization of
diphone concatenation. Instead of storing only one copy of each diphone into the database, the
unit selection database contains a large amount of speech data offering multiple copies of
each diphone in various contexts. Unlike diphone synthesis, the unit selection does not apply
major signal processing to units to minimize the degradation resulting from concatenation.
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The concatenation units are chosen to minimize the total cost. The cost is a combination of a
target cost and a concatenation cost. The target cost Ct describes how well the selected unit ui
corresponds to the desired unit ti (phone, context, pitch, etc.). It is calculated as a weighted
sum of differences between the elements of the target and candidate feature vectors as shown
in (3).
C t ( ti , u i ) =

p

∑w
j =1

t
j

C tj (t i , u i )

(3)

The differences Ctj are the sub-costs for each of the p features. The symbols t and u correspond to the target and candidate unit, respectively. Multiplier w is the weight assigned for
each sub-cost. The concatenation cost, on the other hand, measures how well the selected unit
matches with the neighboring units. The similar formula for concatenation cost is given in (4).
[52]
C c ( u i −1 , u i ) =

q

∑w
j =1

t
j

C tj (u i − 1 , u i )

(4)

The unit selection algorithm chooses the units in such a way that the total cost is minimized.
The search for the optimal units may be carried out using for example The Viterbi algorithm
[111].
Unit selection may operate on different unit sizes. Sub-phonetic units have been used
for example in HMM-based synthesis and in AT&T NextGen system, which uses half phones
[12][25]. Phone-sized units are being used in Festival framework (Festvox) [9]. Although
most of the systems use fixed size units, the search algorithm may pick multiple consecutive
units from a recorded utterance thus forming a "longer" unit.

4.8.3. Other synthesis methods
There are also other techniques to perform low level synthesis. Articulatory synthesis models
the physiology of the human speech organs [36]. The model may include for example the
movement of the articulatory muscles, vocal chords and vocal tract. Articulatory synthesis
approaches can be divided into geometrical, physiological and statistical categories. The synthesis models are very complex and they are still in a research stage.
Another method which has received more attention during the past years is HMM-based
synthesis [106][107]. HMM synthesis allows changes in synthetic voice quality such as
speaking styles and emotions. As for speech recognition purposes, HMMs need to be trained
before they can be used for synthesis. Spectrum and excitation parameters are extracted from
a database and modeled by context dependent HMMs. In the synthesis phase, HMMs are concatenated. Advantages of the HMM-based synthesis are that it guarantees smooth transition
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between speech segments and predictable/stable output. Also, the memory footprint is quite
small (e.g. one megabyte) compared with the unit selection systems (e.g. tens of megabytes).
There have also been some attempts and some on-going activities to combine different
synthesis methods. For example the combination of waveform concatenation and formant
synthesis has been experimented by Öhlin [116] and also by Hertz [45]. Öhlin's approach uses
concatenation for voiceless segments whereas Hertz experimented with many other phonetic
classes. It has been shown that perception of the voice quality is mainly determined by the
stressed vowels i.e. stressed syllable nuclei. Therefore many consonants and unstressed vowels can be generated for example with formant synthesis without significant impact on perceived quality.

Chapter

5

Multilingual TTS on hand-held
devices

A

the basic functionality of every TTS system is the same, there are numerous
ways to implement it. A generic TTS system is not necessarily suitable for specific
tasks with special vocabulary and characteristics. The implementation may also require a
large amount of memory or a specific platform. Hand-held devices also have their own specific requirements which need to be addressed in TTS system development. This chapter describes the main challenges in the development of a multilingual TTS system for hand-held
devices and provides some novel solutions. The new approaches have an impact on several
functional blocks of a TTS system, from text normalization to waveform generation. The introduced methods have been applied to a multilingual low-footprint TTS system for mobile
phones.

5.1.

LTHOUGH

MAIN CHALLENGES

The selection of a suitable TTS system depends on several factors. The high-level requirements are set by the TTS application and constrained by the available resources such as implementation platform and development cost as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Main challenges for TTS system development.
Meeting the requirements set by the application can be quite challenging especially in embedded, hand-held devices such as mobile phones where resources are limited. The available
memory and the central processing unit (CPU) time are usually lower than in desktop devices.
Also the software cost (development or licensing) has a large impact on the total cost of the
product. Therefore some compromises need to be made to balance the requirements and the
available resources. The dependencies and trade-offs between the resources and requirements
are complex. This section does not give a full, in-depth analysis of all possible issues but presents the main challenges encountered in acquiring or in developing a multilingual TTS system for hand-held devices.

5.1.1. Features of a text-to-speech system
The application requirements set by the features are, for example, generality of the input text,
sentence length, specific pre-processing and normalization needs, number of voices, speech
rate and needs for customization.
Some simplifications in the actual implementation may be utilized if the input to the
TTS system is constrained. For example, a smaller lexicon can be adequate in limited vocabulary or limited domain applications. This also simplifies the pronunciation modeling, text
normalization and makes the prosody modeling more accurate. In many cases, it is also possible to obtain higher speech quality and comprehensibility when the system is tuned to a specific vocabulary or domain [65]. Limited domain applications are, for example, automated
systems for reading out weather reports or stock market information or aids for navigation.
The system may also be limited to proper nouns, more specifically names. This constraint
does not alleviate the challenges in pronunciation modeling but the characteristics of such utterances makes the prosody modeling simpler. Names can be used for example in mobile
phones where calls can be initiated using speech recognition, and TTS used to provide feed-
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back on the recognition results [P8][54]. In such application, the inputs to the TTS system are
the phonebook entries, which are names of persons or companies.
Limiting the size of the input sentence can also significantly reduce the complexity of
the TTS system. Especially the text normalization and syntactic analysis become simpler
when only isolated words or short (e.g. 1-3 word) sentences are used as input. The prosody
modeling is also rather straightforward for isolated words where there is no sentence context
that needs to be taken into account. The TTS applications on mobile phones that take advantage of limited sentence length include talking dictionaries, name dialing, voice commands
and spoken caller's identification [S2][73]. Also any other application which can provide user
precise and brief spoken information can benefit from limited length TTS. For example, there
is a training application in Nokia 5500 Sport, which provides distance, speed, energy consumption and duration information using TTS during physical exercising [P9][85].
The application may also present specific requirements regarding normalization and
pre-processing. Such requirements are mainly set by the vocabulary. Financial applications
must provide correct handling and expansion of currencies, and e-mail readers must filter out
the unnecessary header information and unpronounceable characters. In some cases, generic
normalization rules must be overridden with domain or application specific rules. For example, "AC" may indicate alternating current, air conditioning or time (ante Christum) depending on the context.
Applications may also need to offer a certain level of personalization. There could be a
selection of different synthetic voices available to the user or another voice could be generated using so called voice conversion techniques [1][20]. Voice conversion modifies the
original TTS voice to resemble the target voice that has been provided to the system. Some
applications may also provide the user some parameters to modify the voice and other related
parameters such as speaking rate and average pitch.

5.1.2. Speech quality
The quality of synthetic speech is difficult to quantify. It may be viewed as a combination of
several attributes such as intelligibility, ease of listening and pleasantness [93]. The perceived
quality might also vary according to expectations. Based on the listener feedback it can be
assumed that more mistakes in pronunciation and prosody are tolerated with a machine-like
synthesis than with synthesis having highly natural and human sounding voice. If the general
voice quality is human-like, all the deviations and mistakes stand out. There have been several
suggestions for objective evaluation methods of TTS systems but they are not necessarily
comprehensive. Modified and diagnostic rhyme tests [38] or minimal pairs may reveal something about intelligibility but other methods are also needed to get the complete picture. One
simple way for rating intelligibility is to measure reception threshold as suggested by Vainio
et al. [109]. Mean opinion score (MOS) rating has also been used in quality assessment especially in concatenative synthesis where natural speech can be used as reference. Comparisons
of different systems or comparison of different system parameters can provide important information about the quality. If the TTS system is composed of several functional modules it is
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possible to evaluate the performance of each block by keeping the other variables constant.
For example, the impact of prosody modeling, sentence segmentation and pronunciation modeling can be isolated using such method in listening evaluation tests.
The required level of speech quality depends on the application. Simple and short utterances can be synthesized with lower speech quality especially if the utterances are from a limited set known by the user. This is the case when TTS is used as a feedback mechanism for
automatic speech recognition and repeats the recognition result. For arbitrary and lengthy utterances, higher speech quality is needed to provide higher intelligibility and to prevent listener's fatigue. The selection of synthesis technology also has an impact on quality. A highquality concatenative synthesis can sound more natural and human-like than formant synthesis. However, a well tuned formant synthesis might still be more intelligible especially in
noisy environment. A balance between the naturalness, pleasantness, intelligibility and ease of
listening has to be determined based on the requirements of the application.

5.1.3. Language coverage
There are 4000-8000 languages in the world but only 5% of them are spoken by 94% of the
population. The five largest languages are Mandarin Chinese, Spanish, English, Arabic and
Hindi [40]. The languages differ by their historical origin and/or their linguistic characteristics
(typology). The linguistic characteristics include morphology, word order, phonetics, phonotactics, prosody, and the writing system [56]. Any piece of software that needs to function in
many countries using different languages needs to be internationalized. The usual internationalization mechanism is to present language dependent information such as keymaps, fonts,
numbers and currencies, UI messages and text, and language rules separately from the actual
software [41]. In practice this can be done using, for example, resource or data files. The same
applies also for TTS software.
The application using TTS can either be monolingual or multilingual. Ideally the same
TTS engine should be used in every language configuration so that only language specific
data is modified. The dialects and the sociolects must also in many cases be treated as separate languages in TTS system development. The requirements and the development effort for
a new TTS language depend on the synthesis technology, the complexity of the system and
the language itself. Concatenative systems using segments from speech database naturally require the recording and annotation of several spoken utterances. The amount of recorded data
for unit selection synthesis is considerably larger (many hours of speech) than for diphone
synthesis. The annotation includes usually marking of sentence, word and syllable boundaries,
syllable stress and intonation. Some of the annotation can be done automatically using for example ASR technology. Even LPC, HMM and formant synthesizers require recorded and annotated speech data for new languages. Parameters for synthesis and prosody can be extracted
from real speech.
In addition to recording of speech data, usually language dependent lexicons are needed.
Lexicons are required to provide information about part of speech, syllabification, lexical
stress and pronunciation. The lexicon or dictionary is often the most straightforward way of
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getting the required information. The use of commercially available lexicons might be restricted and license payments are often mandatory. It is also possible that suitable lexicons
might not be readily available for all the languages. This makes the language development
process more time consuming and requires more effort in data collection.
Systems which are capable of handling full sentences need more complex methods for
syntactic analysis and text normalization. On the other hand, systems, which support only isolated words, can be tuned for new languages faster because there is no need to embed sophisticated language models in the system. The prosody and pronunciation modeling for single
words is much simpler than for full sentences. Languages are also different. Some of the languages are very regular in syntax and pronunciation whereas some others are very complex.
For example, languages such as Finnish or Korean (Hangul) have a fairly straightforward correspondence between the orthographic representation and the pronunciation. However in Arabic the written text usually does not contain any vowels so they need to be generated during
the pronunciation modeling.
Another language dependent issue relates to the representation of text. Some languages
use logographic characters (e.g. Mandarin Chinese) whereas others use phonographic ones.
There are ways to transliterate non-western characters but nowadays it is more attractive to
use the Unicode character representation [108]. Unicode encoding allows the use of multiple
languages with a "single" character set on a single device.

5.1.4. Portability
The term portability denotes the ability to transfer the software implementation to another
platform. The porting may take place between different CPUs, different operating system (e.g.
from Windows to Symbian or from Windows to Linux), or between different operating system versions. The porting is carried out either using executable format or in source code. Porting executable code (binary compatibility) requires that the software is written using a suitable binary interface or the target platform uses a virtual machine that mimics the source platform. The source code porting requires re-compilation of the software. There are also several
other forms of porting between these two extremes [13][50].
The most portable system implementation is the one which does not have any dependencies on the actual platform. However, this is quite impossible in practice. The best feasible
solution usually is to minimize the dependencies by presenting most of the data in platform
independent format. This is usually done by creating an abstraction layer in the software. The
software above the layer sees only the facilities provided by the abstraction layer. Only the
code beneath the layer has dependencies to the implementation platform [13][50].
Portability has to be taken into account also in TTS system development if the software
needs to run on different platforms and if the lifecycle of the system is to span over several
operating system versions. This is important especially for the data that is frequently updated
or varied. Although the program code needs to be ported once for every platform, the data
packages should be compatible with all the platforms. Thus the data does not have to be re-
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compiled during porting but can be handled separately. This also allows the managing of different language configurations as long as it is done using data packages.

5.2.

FRAMEWORK AND SYNTHESIS TECHNOLOGY

The specific requirements of embedded platforms such as mobile devices should be taken into
account when the system framework is designed. Some requirements are also application specific. For example, the speech quality for longer, arbitrary utterances needs to be higher than
for the short utterances of known content. To meet the different requirements of different applications and platforms, there is a need to support different TTS system configurations within
the same framework as described in [S2][73]. The given approach introduces two different
TTS engines. In both cases the applications use the same application programming interface
(API) to interact with the TTS system. The unit selection synthesizer with compressed unit
database can be used in applications requiring TTS support for longer utterances provided that
the platform allows the higher memory consumption. The low-footprint solution for isolated
words and short utterances is optimized for low memory consumption and large language
coverage. The low-footprint TTS uses formant synthesis and rules to control the synthesis parameters. The low-footprint synthesis system and the related rule language are described in
[P5][82]. The overview of the two-engine framework is shown in Figure 9.
TTS API
Application specific textnormalizer

Formant synthesis
TTS
Data

TTP

CARTs

Prosody

Rules

Unit selection
TTS

Interpreter

Parameters

Klatt88
TTS engine

Figure 9. TTS framework for hand-held devices.
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Both engines may be present in a device at the same time or one of them can be left out to optimize the configuration. In some applications it is also possible to use low-footprint engine as
a backup synthesis method for languages which are not available in unit selection system. The
following section provides some further information about the solutions made in the development of the low-footprint TTS engine.

5.3.

LOW-FOOTPRINT TTS ENGINE

The low memory budget and the need for support of multiple languages (about 40 at the time
of the development phase) have been the two main drivers during the system design. Some
shortcuts and optimizations, which are presented in the following sections, were applied since
the TTS system was targeted only to support short utterances and isolated words. The system
was made truly multilingual by separating the program code and language dependent data. A
similar architectural approach has previously been used in the SVOX system [99] offering
scalability and engine independent language development. The separation of the engine code
and language specific data also allows easy system configurability for different languages as
also shown in ETI-Eloquence system [42][44]. The language dependent data in our solution
included the rules needed for text normalization, phonemes of a given language, prosody
models, and rules for controlling synthesis parameters and parameter transitions.

5.3.1. Text normalization
The text normalization for the low-footprint TTS system was designed for a limited set of applications. However, the rule framework was made expandable to other normalization tasks
too. It was realized that the published prior-art normalization frameworks were mainly developed from the English language point of view. Due to this reason, number, gender and case
specific inflections were overlooked in the normalization task [114].
The main requirement was to provide normalization for numbers in multiple languages.
In addition to basic numeric expansion in nominative case, the gender-specific inflexions had
to be supported (e.g. un and une in French). The same framework was also to provide expansion for abbreviations especially when they are present with a number (e.g. 45 km). The rule
framework should also be so easy to use that translators without technical expertise could
write the number and abbreviation rules with proper tools.
The previously published normalization techniques were based on simple look-up tables, weighted finite-state transducers [91], or on some hand-written rules. Most of the documented rule frameworks were created for financial applications so they did not cover all the
requirements of a TTS system. One of the most compact rule-based normalization frameworks that has been published was developed by IBM Corporation [39]. However, the framework still suffered from the lack of support for context-based word inflections. Because there
was no normalization framework that was meeting the requirements available, it had to be
created.
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The rules were developed to provide expansion for integer numerals from 0 to 999999,
for a limited set of units (m, yd, mi, km, kcal, kJ, min/km, min/mi, h, s, min, km/h, mph) and
for time expressions. The information about the gender and inflections was also embedded
into the rules as they have an impact on spelling and pronunciation of related numbers (e.g. 1
m → "one meter", 5 m → "five meters"). Other types of normalization were not needed nor
included as it was assumed that applications provide only properly formatted text strings for
the TTS system. The complete description of the rule framework and verification of its suitability for the task is given in [P7][72].

5.3.2. Optimization of phonetic representation
The low-footprint TTS system takes advantage of the text-to-phoneme conversion originally
developed for automatic speech recognition purposes [P8][54]. The conversion is based on
statistical models (decision trees), hand-written rules or look-up tables depending on the language. The number of phones needed to represent all sounds of a given language varies from
one language to another. Despite the differences in languages, there are sounds that are
somewhat similar between languages. This fact can be utilized in simplifying phone descriptions in a multilingual system. The total number of phones can be reduced by sharing the
same phone definition between multiple languages. Obstruents, which are described by a
common IPA notation, are likely to be close to each other irrespective of the language although allophonic variations are quite common (e.g. stop with and without aspiration). Sonorants such as vowels have a lot more language dependent and perceptually significant variance. This is applicable for both ASR and TTS. The ASR technology can tolerate phonetic
generalizations quite well but for TTS the phonetic mismatch is audible. However, there are
use cases and applications where the approximation of pronunciation is adequate when it provides savings in memory consumption and easier support for multiple languages.
Another TTS specific method for reducing the number of phone parameters of a given
language is to combine several sounds to form another sound. For example, an affricate sound
[tS] can be approximated with combined [t] and [S]. A similar approach can be used to form
diphthongized vowels such as [OI], [aU], [eI] and so on. This method is described and evaluated in [P1][75] and it is shown that some memory reduction can be obtained if the TTS system has to store phone specific data (e.g. parameters, database units).
The language specific information stored in a multilingual TTS system can be further
reduced by approximating language specific sounds with resembling sounds from another
language. This technique is used in the so called cross-lingual phoneme mapping, which allows fast development of new TTS languages [P2][3][17][74]. A new TTS language can be
created using an existing TTS language as long as the phonetic input matches the phoneme set
of the existing TTS language. The phoneme mapping takes care of the conversion of nonsupported phonemes into supported ones. This way, the sounds of a new language can be approximated by the sounds of the existing synthesis language. The drawback of this solution is
the phonetic inaccuracy in pronunciation and possibly degradation in intelligibility. The mismatch is heard as a foreign accent. This is because the phones and prosody come from the
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TTS language used in approximation. Despite the shortcomings, the approach is attractive
when the language portfolio needs to be rapidly expanded with limited development resources.

5.3.3. Prosody modeling
The full-scale prosody modeling usually requires natural language processing to detect
phrases, to assign stress and pauses, and to produce proper intonation. The analysis often requires a large lexicon where morphological information, part of speech information and syllabification can be obtained. The syntactic analysis requires language expertise and significant
effort when multiple languages need to be supported. The full lexicon, albeit very useful, consumes memory that can be scarce on hand-held devices. Based on this rationale, the prosody
modeling can be simplified to match the application requirements with given resources.
The language specific modeling of prosody in a low-footprint TTS system could be carried out for example using rules with simple mathematical models or trained classification and
regression trees (CARTs [14][102]). It has been shown that both CART approach and mathematical model (Fujisaki [33][34][35]) can produce intonation contours whose perceived quality in formant synthesis is comparable to natural, human intonation [P3][70]. Tuning the parameters for a mathematical model requires some work for each language whereas CARTs
can be automatically generated with properly annotated recordings. Another driver for such a
statistical approach is the availability of tools and automated methods for model generation
[8]. The CARTs, especially when coded, are also memory efficient and thus quite suitable for
a multilingual low-footprint system.
There have been some suggestions for automatic methods for extraction of Fujisaki parameters [69][76][88] but controlling the parameters during synthesis remains challenging.
The linking of Fujisaki parameters to linguistic features is not always straightforward and it
may vary from one language to another.

5.3.4. Rules for controlling synthesis parameters
The use of formant synthesis provides a very compact solution for low-footprint TTS engine.
Different rules are needed in controlling the parameter transitions caused by co-articulation
and other properties of human physiology. In systems where waveform concatenation is used,
the context dependent selection of each synthesis unit takes care of the smooth boundaries
between different phonemes.
The lowest memory consumption is achieved using phones as basic units in formant
synthesis. Each phone can be defined using a set of 30-40 Klatt-parameters [58][59]. Phones
or phonemes in more abstract form were used also to have common units with the in-house
ASR system. Due to the properties of human speech, the phones rarely appear as segments of
steady-state parameters. For this reason, additional rules are needed to modify the parameters,
formants in particular, which are defined in the formant synthesizer. The stored parameters
are used as target values for parameter contours. The contours are formed by interpolating the
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values between the consecutive targets. Human perception defines the resolution needed in
modeling formant parameter contours [77]. It has been shown that linear interpolation together with two dynamically positioned control points for each phoneme are adequate in formant contour modeling [P4][43][83]. The low number of points used in interpolation also
simplifies the required computations.
In a multilingual synthesis system, language specific rules need to be separated from the
TTS engine software. The framework that separates the data and the code also allows the
separation of language development from the software (SW) development. This way, linguists
can concentrate on their special know-how without being concerned about implementation
issues. A good example of an abstract language made especially for creating formant synthesis rules from the phonetics point of view is the Delta language [42][44]. A somewhat similar
approach has been taken in [P5][82]. A special script language was developed to allow the
creation of language rules. The rules are efficiently coded into language packages to reduce
memory consumption and loaded when needed by the synthesis engine. Thus the same engine
can support multiple languages through the use of language packages. Furthermore, expressing the language rules and parameters in language packages rather than in program code reduces the memory consumption.

5.3.5. Development and maintenance
A considerable amount of effort in TTS work goes into synthesis language development. The
required effort varies depending on technology, language, and also on desired level of quality.
Language universal components need to be ideally created only once. New languages or new
voices can be developed from scratch or based on some existing work. The development work
may consist of speech database design, speech recordings, annotations, study of linguistic
properties and their formulation, rule creation and many rounds of iterations and optimizations [11]. If tens of new languages were needed in a short period of time, it would require
considerable effort or some other means to reduce the work and speed up the development
process.
Some properties of low-footprint TTS can be utilized in making the development of
new TTS languages faster. This is true especially when the TTS system is designed for short
utterances and isolated words. The data-driven techniques should be used as much as possible
to make parts of the development process automated. Such steps, for example, are the generation of models for text-to-phoneme conversion, intonation, segment duration, syllabification
and stress assignment [8][98][102]. Segmentation and annotation of speech data can be done,
at least initially, by automated tools using for example ASR technology [78]. For tasks, which
can not be fully automated, there should be easy-to-use tools. Tools are typically needed for
annotating speech data [18], and for detailed analysis of speech spectrogram [63][92]. The
rules required for controlling the formant synthesis parameters are created manually. A software tool was created to allow language specific rule development, debugging and data analysis. Tools and their user interfaces may also be useful in hiding the technical details of the implementation from the language developers [P6][71].
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5.4.

UNIT SELECTION TTS

The unit selection system which is integrated in the embedded TTS framework can be optimized for memory footprint. The full system would require tens of megabytes of memory
which is usually too large for handheld devices. The memory size of the unit selection system
can be reduced by decreasing the sampling rate, decreasing the number of units in the database or by applying compression to the units. Of course, all of these methods can be used in
parallel. The removal of units can be carried out, for example, based on their relative frequency; the less common units are the first ones to be left out. The reduction may also take
into account the application domain and the vocabulary that is needed. More intelligent methods such as pruning using different quantization or clustering methods can be used to scale
down the unit database [6][10][55].

Chapter

6

Conclusions

M

voice-based services and applications are common in everyday use. Automatic
speech recognition (ASR) and speech synthesis are frequently used together in various
voice dialogue systems. Users are able to interact with the system using normal speech. Such
voice-based user interfaces are frequently encountered in modern telephone services. The services may provide, for example, flight schedule information or allow ticket reservation. The
advancement of technology has brought ASR and text-to-speech (TTS) applications also to
smaller, personal devices. The computational load and memory consumption of such applications no longer require a large server computer but instead a hand-held device can provide a
sufficient platform for several useful applications.
Text-to-speech technology has come a long way since the first computerized synthesis
system in 1980's. The most commercially used TTS systems are based on waveform concatenation, which produces synthetic speech by connecting speech segments retrieved from a recorded database. The concatenation and especially unit selection systems are capable of providing highly natural speech. The drawbacks of this technology are the effort of database recording and preparation for new languages and high memory consumption. The speech database of such systems may require tens of megabytes of memory for a single language. Of
course, the size of the multilingual system increases accordingly. Formant synthesis, although
old and traditional as a synthesis technology, can still provide attractive alternative for some
applications and systems. The speech quality is often machine-like but still intelligible. In
some situations like in noisy environment it may even offer better intelligibility than systems
using more natural, human-like speech. Furthermore, formant synthesis does not require a
speech database; thus the memory footprint is smaller.
The thesis investigates the requirements of a multilingual low-footprint TTS system for
hand-held devices. Several novel techniques were developed to meet the requirements. The
main motivations behind the contributions were to reduce memory consumption, support multiple languages and allow easy configurability and maintenance.
A memory efficient, multilingual rule framework was developed for number and abbreviation expansion. This text-normalization task was aimed for the so called training UI to proODERN
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vide voice information during physical exercise (speed, duration, energy consumption etc.)
Unlike some previously published rule frameworks, the method described in this thesis supports inflections due to number and gender. The framework was also made expandable for
other purposes such as time expressions. Usability and functionality of the system were verified by implementing the number, unit and time rules for 42 languages using mostly professional translators. The average number of rule lines for number, unit and time rules were 87,
49 and 13, respectively. The main shortcoming of the presented method was the finite numeric range.
Enhancements were also made at the phonetic level. After applying the text-to-phoneme
conversion, the phonetic representation of the utterance is modified. Memory consumption of
Klatt formant synthesis parameters was reduced 7% by decreasing the number of phones
needed to present the sounds of a given language. This was carried out for example by constructing affricates from two separate sounds or by creating a long vowel through prolonging
the shorter one. The reduction in memory consumption was relatively small but provided a
way to simplify and optimize the system. The rapid expansion of the language coverage was
done through cross-lingual phoneme mapping where several sounds were approximated with
others that were already available in the system. The support for new languages was quickly
obtained with the cost of approximated phonetics and foreign intonation. However, listening
evaluations indicated that for similar languages and for certain applications the described approach was adequate.
Some ways to improve the handling of the formant synthesis parameters were also investigated. It was shown that a fairly simple intonation model can be successfully used when
short utterances such as names or other isolated words are synthesized. The synthetic intonation using either Classification And Regressions Trees (CART) or Fujisaki model was seen
comparable with natural intonation in listening evaluation tests when formant synthesis was
used. In addition to fundamental frequency F0, other formant parameters and their control
mechanisms were studied. It was shown that it is adequate to model formant contours using
only two control points per phoneme and fill in the missing points with linear interpolation.
The location of control points must be set dynamically for each phoneme to obtain desired
results.
In addition to functional improvements the system architecture and implementation
methods were improved. Support for high quality unit selection system was added to the overall TTS framework for applications such as message reader. For the low-footprint TTS, a
script language was developed for expressing language dependent synthesis rules. The use of
an abstract script language separated synthesis language development from actual programming. The rules controlled the co-articulation and manipulated synthesis parameters to mimic
natural transitions between adjacent sounds. A binary coding method was also applied to store
all the language rules in a memory efficient format. It was shown that the use of the script language for rules reduces memory consumption in average by 69% for each synthesis language
compared with DLL-based approach. The software engineering and the linguistic tasks were
further separated by having a special tool for creating language rules and testing them. A plat-
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form independent integrated development environment was created using Java. The environment allowed editing of the rule files and converting of each rule file into binary format. It
was also possible to listen and debug the results of the rule file modifications. The script language, the separation of code and data, and the development environment enabled rapid and
memory efficient synthesis language development and easy configurability for a multilingual
TTS system.
Future work includes improving speech quality, creating new data-driven methods for
parameter and rule development, and expanding the application domains. Quality improvement may result in enhancing the synthesis of languages which are currently implemented using cross-lingual phoneme mapping. On the other hand, more intensive use of native speakers
as well as linguists in language development could also be helpful. Furthermore, the use of
another parametric model such as LPC would allow easier ways to automatically search
speaker parameters, and even perform voice conversion. Further research is also needed in
natural language processing to provide better prosody models and support for arbitrary length
sentences.
This thesis shows that commercially viable multilingual TTS-based applications can be
created using the following four main techniques. First, the limitations of the TTS technology
can be hidden or alleviated by limiting the scope of the application. Second, optimization in
memory consumption and performance makes the TTS technology more attractive for handheld devices. Third, multilingualism and rapid development of new synthesis languages are
enabled through system design and proper development methods and tools. Finally, the separated TTS engine software and language dependent data make it possible to hide the software
engineering details by providing language developers an interface with a higher level of abstractness.
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